Thulusdhoo Island
About Thulusdhoo Island, Maldives!
One of the most charming islands in the Indian Ocean, Thulusdhoo is a tropical heaven.
Blessed with palm-fringed beaches, crystal clear waters and perfect house reefs and
many more around. 20
Minutes away from the Thulusdhoo by boat, most famous dive and wave surf sites in the
Maldives.

Surfing in Thulusdhoo
Thulusdhoo is in the thick of an incredible stretch of coastline ideal for a perfect surfing
experience in
Maldives. Thulusdhoo has two famous surf spots Cokes and Chickens.
Swells begin arriving toward the end of March, increasing in consistency and peaking from
June to August.
Great waves can still be had in September with October easing and November being a better
time to simply snorkel.
Water temperature averages 28°C though occasionally steps up to 30°C.
The reef bottom surf breaks offer everything from peaky performance waves to long gentle
glassy walls,
Almond shaped tubes, and occasional days of heaving round barrels.

Activities in Thulusdhoo
Snorkeling is some of the clearest and warmest water in the world, along with an abundance
of fish and coral species has made the Maldives world famous for Snorkeling and Diving.
Manta rays and the occasional harmless Whale Shark feed on the plankton while the many
smaller fish species of diverse shapes and colors swim amongst the vivid coral.
Fishing is one of the great attractions to the Maldives. Strict laws against non-sustainable
commercial fishing methods have helped these Atolls retain an abundance of marine life.
Thulusdoo has a small number of diverse fishing boats targeting everything from large
Marlin, Sailfish and Yellow fin Tuna, along with smaller pelagic species such as Trevally,
Barracuda and Rainbow runner.
Local Sports such as Football (soccer), Volleyball, and Netball are popular
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